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Mark Jenkins is a physician, athlete, and enthusiastic student of life.

Mark Jenkins

Mark’s insatiable curiosity has driven 
him to biochemistry, college-athletics, 
photography, medical school, triathlon, 
internal medicine, teaching, Ironman races, 
writing, skydiving, motorcycling, martial 
arts, and mountain climbing.

Some of his favorite fiction authors are 
J.R.R. Tolkien, Neal Stephenson, Tom Clan-
cy, Stephen King, Dean Koontz, William 
Gibson, and Dan Simmons.

He currently lives in the Pacific Northwest 
where he and his wife Jo enjoy hiking, 
climbing, stand-up paddle boarding (when 
Mark can stay upright), photography, and 
quiet walks in nature.

To find out more information about his 
book, please visit his website at: 

markjenkinsbooks.com

https://markjenkinsbooks.com


Klickitat and other stories (K.A.O.S) features four thriller tales about ordinary mountaineers 
in the Pacific Northwest thrust into extraordinary circumstances. This debut collection 
from author Mark Jenkins folds modern day mountain climbing into the speculative 
wilderness of fantasy, sci-fi, and historical fiction.

K.A.O.S. begins with the novelette Heavywater, which follows a vulcanologist trying to 
find his way home after a glacier fall in the central Alaskan wilds drops him in unfamiliar 
territory, without GPS. 

In the short story Klickitat, a husband and wife climbing team are confronted by a long 
dormant stratovolcano waking under their feet, and something else; deeper. 

Protectors, is a tale about a solo-climber’s life-changing discovery of a powerful artifact at 
the site of a decades old plane crash in the Olympic Mountains.

K.A.O.S. ends with the novelette Signals: an unlikely pair discover they are the only people 
in the remote town of Whittier, Alaska who haven’t been mysteriously put to sleep during a 
dark winter storm — and must team up if they hope to outwit an armed group of marauders 
prowling into town.

AUTHOR: Mark Jenkins
CATEGORY: Speculative Fiction, Thriller

ISBN: 978-1-7352061-2-7
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EXCERPTED FROM HEAVYWATER

 A concussive wave blasted through Archimedes and jarred him awake. He was 
underwater. Desperately kicking upwards, lungs screaming for air, he burst through the 
surface, and heaved and choked in the dark.

 The warm water pushed him gently downstream. Where the hell am I? What 
happened?

 His brain replayed everything as he tried to understand why he was still alive. Or 
perhaps he wasn’t, and these were the last moments of an anoxic, dying brain, imagining a 
miraculous rescue in warm water, beaches, white sand, sun, and drinks with little umbrellas. 
Maybe my brain is supplying me with soothing images as my neurons die. Bye-bye.

 Except there was no sun or sand, only darkness, as he floated along in the warm 
water.

 He tried to concentrate on one thing. Just one thing. But his thoughts flitted and 
could not perch.

 Nothing equated with any previous experience. The lukewarm water was soothing 
after the frigid cold but it didn’t make sense. Nothing made sense.

 Archimedes retrieved his headlight from his jacket pocket and switched it on. The 
beam bounced off walls and ceiling, which looked like the surface of a golf ball, with 
scalloped and concave chunks in the white ice. It was a cathedral-sized ice cavern that 
looked like someone had been at it with a large melon-baller. The ice facets reflected the 
LED light in jumping, ephemeral patterns.

 More water channels poured in from the ice ceiling above.

 Why is the water warm? Geothermal?

 His awakening brain continued to pepper him with questions that he couldn’t 
answer, and then settled on one: Am I alive?

Chapter
Excerpt03
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EXCERPTED FROM HEAVYWATER

Excerpt cont.
 That got his attention.

 Well, if I’m not, then nothing matters. But if I am, then I need to stop pondering and 
focus on survival.

 The trapped air in Archimedes’ watertight pack kept him from sinking as he floated 
downstream. The dimpled ceiling began to glow, then ahead of him a bright spot appeared 
intermittently. The ice ceiling brightened into a powder-blue luminescence. The light 
downstream grew into a wide mouth: the exit.

 He floated beyond the threshold and emerged underneath an overcast sky. The 
current slowed and flattened out into a shallow, muddy delta with a small channel in 
the center. His butt scraped the bottom and he rolled over onto his knees. Standing, he 
staggered to shore, collapsed onto all fours, retched, and blacked out.

MAIN CHARACTERS

Heavywater: Archimedes Jackson, a present day vulcanologist with survivor’s guilt after 
the death of his climbing partner. Wylie Dankworth, a vivacious British commando in 1943 
and a brilliant climber.

Klickitat: Gianna Ferrara and her husband, Esmond. This climbing trip together was to 
bond after a miscarriage.

Protectors: Takeo Kita; a quiet, thoughtful software engineer. Historian; and athletic martial 
artist.

Signals: Alfred Osler is a neurologist with extraordinary hearing abilities. Kalliope, is a deaf 
college student with Waardenberg syndrome.
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What was the shift from physician to writer like?01
You’ve described the stories in Klickitat as “speculative mountaineering 
thrillers”, what is this?02
Have you encountered writer’s block, and if so, what do you do to address 
it?03
How do you come up with the names of the characters in your stories?04

Sample Interview 
Questions

04
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Creativity during the Covid pandemic has been difficult for some. Have you 
experienced this? What do you do about it?05
Besides mountaineering, what other themes run through your stories?06
Why does it seem that so many of your protagonists are scientists?07
What would you like your readers to come away with after reading the 
stories in Klickitat?08
Where do the ideas for your stories come from?09
What do you enjoy most about writing?10
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Target
Audience05

READERS OF MYSTERIES, SUSPENSEFUL 
THRILLERS, AND SPECULATIVE FICTION 

Adult readers will enjoy this diverse collection 
of short novellas. Mystery, suspense, thrills, and 

speculative fiction come together in this collection 
with the common thread among these stories 

being mountaineering.

FANS OF OUTDOOR FICTION

Those who love reading a good action-packed 
outdoor adventure story will find themselves 

engrossed by these four stories that bring the 
excitement of mountaineering to life within a 

varied selection of genres and settings.
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Downloadable
Cover Image06

Contact the author at markjenkins574@gmail.com to request a copy of their cover image for 
usage in articles and other various media coverage.
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Connect with
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 via email
markjenkins574@gmail.com

 or online at
Website - Instagram
Twitter - Facebook
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